READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE EACH USE
USE ONLY ON DOGS, CATS, KITTENS, OR PUPPIES

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. FOR TOPICAL USE ONLY. DO NOT INGEST. Shake well before using.

Use Restrictions: The maximum application rate is once per week.

Thoroughly wet the hair with warm water. Use Mycodex® Flea & Tick Shampoo P3 full strength. Do not apply shampoo directly in or on the eyes, mouth or genitalia of animals. Apply 1 1/3 tablespoon shampoo for each 5 lbs of pet’s weight. Estimate the total amount of shampoo needed for your pet, then spread the shampoo along the back of the pet. Work well into coat starting at the head and working back. Spread lather to include the neck, legs, and feet. Continue to work lather in over the whole pet for 3 to 5 minutes (this is an important part of the grooming procedure). After lather has been worked in over the entire pet, rinse pet thoroughly with warm water. For extremely dirty or scaly pets, the above procedure may be immediately repeated. Repeat as necessary but do not apply more than once per week, for control of adult fleas and ticks.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store in a cool area.
PESTICIDE DISPOSAL AND CONTAINER HANDLING: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

Mycodex is a registered trademark of Pegasus Laboratories, Inc. PRN Logo is a trademark of Pegasus Laboratories, Inc. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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